
 
I am Student from India. My father's name is         whom we have lost in the year 2013.MY mother's name 
is       , who is an advocate by profession and worked as legal advisor in X company, which is a public sector 
company. Since, my childhood ,I shared my dream with my parents to become an IAS officer or an Engineer .But 
when I grew up ,I showed my interest in Engineering .I decided to become a Computer science Engineer because 
I have always been fascinated by new technologies ,new software and hardware .Computer science is problem 
solving ,and essential skill for life .Student study the design, development and analysis of software and hardware 
used to solve problems in a variety of business ,scientific and social contexts .I believe that a degree in Computer 
science can enable me to achieve my goals and also gives me opportunity to make a difference in 
community .Thus I completed Bachelor of Computer engineering from X University and my overall CGPA is 8.24 .I 
had worked as graduate engineer trainee in a startup company called X for one and half year , presently I am 
working as a Business Development Associate in “BYJUS its an Indian Multinational educational Technology  and 
online tutoring firm founded in 2011.  
 
 

While pursuing my bachelor’s degree, I have participated in many Cultural tech fests like in debate, 

extempore. I was NSS (National .Social. Service) volunteer for 4 years. I have been campus ambassador for one 

year. I have done training in Quality.Circle.Forum .Of .India and represented my college in state as well as 

national in paper presentation and received gold in 2 consecutive years. I represented my college in  SMART 

INDIA HACKATHON .During my engineering, In addition, I have gained a lot of practical experience through 

projects and summer training .I learned various languages like C,c++,Java ,python. While working in PYLONS. I 

was blessed to be part of young and energetic team, my team and I involved in many projects and was able to 

complete the task in given time frame. During my work tenure, the ups which made me more confident and 

the downs which made me even stronger helped me to keep on going. But my current level of knowledge and 

experience is not sufficient to reach to higher levels and build a successful career, which is exactly why I plan 

to study MSc in Computer Science at X University for September Intake. 

 
 

During my workdays,my work was to ensure to analyze all the data properly ,to take the updates from my 

team members ,to make all the official documents which is to be put in front of authorities .Due to the 

escalating opportunities and competition in the stream, I discovered my dream of enrolling in the MSc in 

Computer Science at your university . I realized the importance of upgrading my educational qualification from an 

internationally recognized university, to enhance my knowledge and competency. I understood that studying 

in internationally recognized college, especially from an English speaking country will help me to acquire a 

practical oriented qualification and also my communication skills. Proper English language knowledge is one of 

the biggest criteria to face the world with confidence. I aim to enhance my existing knowledge, learn new skills 

and build a rewarding career in the industry. 

 
 

I reaffirm that, graduating in  MSc in Computer Science w in this university will foster me to reach in a successful 

position in the society, considering the fact that Manchester Metropolitan University  is listed among the top 

ranking University globally. 



 

After the graduation from X University, I plan to return to my native country. There is a strong 

demand for talented and experienced software engineers, especially the one with international 

exposure. Graduating MSc in Advanced Computer Science with Advance Practice   expect to have 

high remuneration and maximum exposure in my country, as the curriculum combines a practice of 

operation and functions that would enhance my skills and I am looking forward to join reputed 

organizations in my country. 

 


